
At-a-Glance

  ▪ Real-time detection and analysis 
of in-progress attacks on 
production systems

  ▪  Deep System Inspection at point 
of attack: workstations and 
servers

  ▪  Stealth agent continuously 
monitors behavior so operators 
have visibility throughout the 
attack lifecycle

  ▪  Real-time analysis identifies and 
prioritizes threats

  ▪  Automated intelligence engine 
classifies known and unknown 
(zero-day) threats

  ▪ Built-in intelligence-sharing 
publishes attack behavior to 
common SIEMs and  
aggregation tools

Taking Back the Endpoint
Identifying targeted, specific threats to production systems has become essential 
in limiting the potential damage persistent attackers can cause. To this end, 
understanding attacker behavior on corporate endpoints is no longer optional.

Today’s attackers know that endpoints are the least-secured components of any 
network and are riddled with vulnerabilities. Once on the endpoint, attackers gain  
access to sensitive data and broad visibility into the enterprise.

CounterTack’s Scout is revolutionizing security by bringing real-time attack detection 
and forensics directly to the endpoint for tactical monitoring of production assets. 
Scout allows security teams to outmaneuver attackers, providing visibility across the 
entire attack, alerting to other systems, while also providing real-time, contextual 
analysis for an unparalleled level of accuracy and situational awareness. 

So go ahead...own your endpoints.

What Does Scout 5 Do?
 ▪ Provides the visibility required to identify and stop persistent threats that have 

evaded traditional defenses in production environments. 

 ▪ Allows organizations to rapidly mount active defenses and continuously monitor 

production assets to reduce the dwell time of attacks on their networks.

 ▪ Delivers high-value attack analysis and real-time situational awareness to shorten the 

gap from detection to intelligence to response. 

Why is Scout 5 Different?
 ▪ Scout is the first of its kind — a tactical production monitoring platform that brings 

real-time intelligence and forensics directly to the endpoint.

 ▪ Scout is the only solution that captures detailed OS behavior from running memory in 

real-time — no snapshotting — without impacting endpoint performance.

 ▪ Scout’s flexibility also makes it an ideal platform for active defense, supporting 

tactical production monitoring, rapid deployment of next-generation honeynets and 

malware analysis — all in a single solution. 

 ▪  Scout goes beyond simple malware detection and offline file detonation to provide 

true visibility into the entire lifecycle of targeted attacks.

 ▪  The CounterTack Agent has no user space presence and uses stealth and 

groundbreaking evasion techniques to defend against tampering.

Scout 5
Tactical Production Monitoring for Endpoint Intelligence



Features

CounterTack Agent

  ▪   Continuous monitoring on  
desktops, laptops and servers

  ▪  No impact on performance

  ▪  Support for physical and 
virtual environments 
(VMware®, Microsoft® Hyper-V)

  ▪  Operating system support
  – Windows 7
  – Windows Server 2008 R2

  ▪  On-demand extraction of any 
file on any endpoint

  ▪  Compatible with AV tools from 
Symantec®, McAfee®, Ahn Lab®

Scout Server

  ▪  Real-time analysis engine 
follows attacks as they unfold

  ▪  Knowledge Library identifies 
key events and classifies 
threat behavior

  ▪  Export to common SIEM and  
aggregation tools

How Does Scout 5 Work?

 ▪ CounterTack’s stealth collection agent embeds itself deep within the endpoint OS, 
capturing all host behavior, including process interactions, file manipulations, registry 
modifications, memory access and network activity.

 ▪ Endpoint intelligence and detailed forensics are forwarded to the Scout server, which 
characterizes attack activity in real time. Scout tracks each interaction with the target 
OS, as well as its impact on the system, and offers enterprise-wide correlation  — 

exposing the anatomy of attacks while they’re still in progress. 

 ▪ Scout publishes real-time updates as threats escalate — providing the industry’s only 

“complete attack capture” — tracking advanced threats throughout their lifecycle. 
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Only CounterTack provides the behavioral intelligence required to identify attacks 
that have penetrated your defenses so you can eliminate threats before sensitive data 
has been compromised. 

Scout. Revolutionary Endpoint Protection. 
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